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LE LOI Lower – Upper School                TEST – THE 28th WEEK  

Foreign language - Physical education group   ENGLISH 11 

 

 

 Choose the word with the different pronunciation of the underlined part. 

1. A. customer  B. document   C. consequence  D. organization 

2. A. nature   B. establish   C. safety   D. spacious 

  Choose the word whose main stress is placed differently from the others. 

3. A. notify   B. prohibit   C. survive   D. affect 

4. A. extinction  B. equipment   C. pollution   D. service 

    Choose the word or phrase that best completes each sentence. 

5. Facebook is one of the most _________ and biggest social media worldwide. 

A. advanced  B. popular   C. thoughful   D. grand 

6. The manager is  directly responsible  ________ the efficient running of the office. 

A. in   B. for    C. about   D. at 

7. Mary ________showing her around the city. 

      A. thanked me for   B. thanked me in  C. thanked me on   D. thanked me of 

8. The government should enact  a law to ________  the killing of endangered animals. 

A. celebrate   B. prohibit   C. destroy   D. entertain 

9. A great deal of excitement still builds _________well before Tet. 

A. of   B. down   C. up    D. over 

10.   His colleague accused him _________ leaking information to the press 

A. for   B. of    C. on    D. to 

11.   John __________ me on passing the driving test 

A. apologized  B. accused   C. blamed   D. congratulated 

12.   The energy _________ by the windmill drives all the drainage pumps. 

A. that is producing      B. which produces        C. producing            D. produced 

13.  The old man _________ a black suit is a famous energy researcher. 

A. to wear              B. wearing             C. whom is wearing                  D. is wearing 

14.  Jonny was the last applicant _________ for a position in that energy station . 

A. to point      B. which is pointed           C. pointing                     D. to be pointed   

15.  My friend, _________hated horror film, refused to go to the cinema with me. 

A. whom   B. which   C. whose   D. who 

16.  Dr Tam, _________ parents died last year in an accident, has just moved to Ha Nam to live with his uncle 

A. whose   B. whom   C. who     D. which 

17.  Nowadays, people are more aware that wildlife all over the world is in __________ . 

A. danger   B. threat   C. problem   D. vanishing 

18.  My grandfather is the first person in the village _________ such an expensive car. 

A. whom driving  B. drives   C. to drive   D. driven 

19. To end or greatly reduce _________ immediately, people would have to stop using many things that benefit them . 

A. pollution   B. alternative   C. technology   D. protection 

20. The hotel has a _________ friendly atmosphere, so it’s normally full of guests. 

A. pleasant   B. pleasantnes    C. pleasanted   D. to pleasure  

21. The class had thirty students, _________ came from other towns. 

A. of whom half  B. half whom of   C. whom of half   D. half of whom 
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22. We continue to cut down rainforests and increase the ________ of global warming. 

A. dangerous  B. endangered   C. endanger   D. danger 

23. The Earth will be a planet where human beings, animals and plants live in peaceful _________ . 

A. cooperation   B. excitement   C. longevity    D. coexistence 

24. The course aims to _______ people with the skills that are necessary for a job in this technological age. 

A. change   B. transmit   C. equip   D. exhaust 

25. Mrs. Wilson is a wonderful woman  for_______  I have a great deal of respect. 

A. that   B. whom   C. who    D. which 

26. This company, _________ makes domestic appliances, was founded two years ago. 

A. whom   B. who    C. which   D. that 

27. Network can become addictive and _________ intense passivity and weak communication. 

A. disappears  B. exchanges   C. organizes   D. causes 

28. The man _________ I saw last week said something totally differently. 

A. which   B. whom   C. that    D. whose 

29. Tom ________to study hard but he made me disapointed 

A. promised   B. suggested   C. warned   D. advised 

 Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined 

word(s) in each of the following questions. 

30. The Messenger Call Service helps you to notify the recipient of the time and place to receive the call. 

A. receiver   B. organizer   C. delivery   D. technician 

 Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

31. He was a kind and courteous mailman. 

A. polite   B. spacious   C. unpleasant   D. rude 

 Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to complete each of the 

following exchanges. 

32.      Anna: “Thank you for helping me!”     -     Mary:  “____________________.”  

A. Thanks       B. Goodbye   C. You’re welcome  D. It’s nice to meet you 

 Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in each of 

the following questions. 

33. The letter that I opened it wasn’t for me. It was just an accident. I didn’t mean it. 

                   A            B                                          C                           D 

34. Gertrude takes off her mother; she has blue eyes and fair hair too.         

                      A                 B               C                     D 

35. It was a kind of machine with that we were not familiar. 

      A                               B           C               D  

36. Do you get on  with the person  whom lives next door 

                      A                     B             C                  D 

 Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to each of 

the following questions. 

37. The young woman who lives next door is very kind to my family. 

A. The young woman to live next door is very kind to my family. 

B. The young woman to lives next door is very kind to my family. 
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C. The young woman living next door is very kind to my family. 

D. The young woman lived next door is very kind to my family. 

38.  “If I were you, I’ll buy the house.” Stephen said to Bill. 

A.  Stephen suggested Bill to buy the house.    

B.  Stephen advised Bill to buy the house. 

C.  Stephen promised Bill that he would buy the house.  

D.  Stephen forced Bill to buy the house 

39. I must thank the man. I got the present from him. 

A. I must thank the man from whom I got the present . 

B. I must thank the man from which I got the present. 

C. I must thank the man from whom I got the present from him. 

D. I must thank the man whom from I got the present. 

40.   “ Remenber to apologize for being so rude,” said my friend. 

A. My friend reminded me to apologize for being so rude.  

B. My friend offered me to apologize for being so rude. 

C. My friend warned me to apologize for being so rude.  

D. My friend suggested me apologizing for being so rude. 

 Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct word 

or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 41 to 45. 

 
The cyberspace learning initiative 

 

 Advances in technology have generated revolutionary applications that could change the face of education as we  

know  it  today.  Online  learning,  also  known  as  electronic  learning, may (41) ________ the future of education thanks 

to recent developments in the Internet and multimedia technologies. 

 

It is anticipated that cyberspace institutions or online universities will replace traditional educational (42)_______.  

Virtual classrooms will be multi-functional, acting simultaneously as learning platforms, forums and (43) ________ networks. 

They will be geared towards promoting the acquisition of knowledge as a life- long endeavour, (44) _________ occurs 

through global collaboration. Cyberspace institutions can go a long way towards achieving this as they are able to liberate 

us from the limitations of time and space. Flexibility of time and location makes e-learning a highly accessible, international 

resource. (45)  , prospective students will, regardless of age, background or origin, have unlimited access to both 

formal and informal learning opportunities. The pursuit  of knowledge will consequently become an end in itself and not a  

means to an end. 

                                                           (Adopted from “Traveller Advance” by H. Q. Mitchell) 

41. A. shape   B. view    C. see    D. plan  

42. A. backgrounds  B. establishments  C. specifications  D. provisions  

43. A. socialise   B. society   C. social   D. socially  

44. A. when   B. which   C. where   D. who  

45. A. Because   B. Therefore   C. However   D. Although 

 Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer 

to each of the questions from 46 to 50. 

 The scarcity of tigers and African elephants is more and more serious. They are endangered because poachers hunt 

them in order to sell tiger pelts and elephant ivory. 

 At least 4,000 elephants are killed each year in order to meet the global demand for ivory, which is used to make 

carvings, jewelry and other products although it is illegal to sell ivory since 1989 anywhere. 

 “ Americans should be aware that there is still a problem with elephant poaching and loss to the illegal ivory trade,” 

Ginette Hemley, Fund’s vice president for species conservation, told The Washington Post in September. And so our 

message is “ Don’t buy  it ,  and don’t take that chance”. 

 A Wildlife Fund report states that the United States seized 8,300 illegal ivory items between 1995 and 2002. Each week 

there are about 1,000 ivory auctions, the report said. 
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 As for tigers, their parts are used in traditional Chinese medicine. Tiger bones are used as a pain reliever in traditional 

medicine. Even tiger’s whiskers are sold because some people in Asia think they are a good-luck charm – like a rabbit’s foot 

in the United States. “ Part of our job is education,” said Professor Dillon. “ The other part is law enforcement. So we have 

more than one strategy.” 

46. Hunters poach tigers for their _________________ . 

A. ivory   B. pelts    C. carving   D. jewelry 

47. Which sentence is  NOT  true. 

A. Elephants are hunted for their ivory.   B. It is not illegal to sell ivory 

C. There are about 4,000 elephants killed each year.  D. Elephant ivory is used to made jewelry. 

48. The word  it  in line 7 referred to ________________ . 

A. an elephant   B. a tiger   C. tiger pelts   D. elephant ivory 

49. The Chinese use parts of the tiger as _______________ . 

A. carving    B. jewelry   C. decoration    D. medicine 

50. According to Professor Dillon, ______________________ . 

A. there is only one strategy to solve the problem 

B. it is education that can help to solve the problem 

C. we need both education and law enforcement to solve the problem 

D. only law enforcement can help to solve the problem 

 


